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Abstract. A theoretical study is made on the generation mechanism of Langmuir mode wave
in the presence of kinetic Aifvrn wave turbulence in a magnetized plasma on the basis of
plasma-maser interaction. It is shown that a test high frequency Langmuir mode wave is
unstable in the presence of low frequency kinetic Alfv~n wave turbulence. The growth of the
Langmuir wave occurs due to direct and polarization coupling terms. Because of the universal
existence of the kinetic Alfv~n waves in large scale plasmas, the results have potential importance
in space and astrophysical radiation processes.
Keywords. Weak turbulence theory; wave particle interaction; resonant and nonresonant
waves; growth rate.
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1. Introduction
According to the recent weak turbulence theory [1], the lowest order m o d e - m o d e
coupling processes are composed of three parts. The first two processes are the three
waves resonance and the nonlinear scattering resonance; the conditions for which
are K - k = K', f~ - to = f~' and ~ - 09 - (KII - kll)vll + af~e = 0 respectively. These
processes are extensively studied by many authors [2]. The third process which we
consider here is the plasma-maser. The plasma-maser effect occurs when nonresonant
as well as resonant plasma oscillations are present. The resonant waves are those for
which the Cherenkov resonance condition to-kllvlf = 0 is satisfied, while the
nonresonant waves are those for which both the Cherenkov and scattering conditions
are not satisfied: f~ - KII Vll :/: 0 and ~ - to - (KII - kll )vii + af~e # 0. It corresponds to
vortex correction, and is effective without electron population inversion which differs
it markedly from other maser effects (e.g., inverse nonlinear Landau interaction). The
most important characteristics of plasma-maser is the energy up-conversion from the
resonant low frequency mode to the non-resonant high frequency mode in open
plasma system where energy and particle sources are available [3] (in the form of
continuous beam injection, external magnetic field etc.). For closed system without
magnetic field, the plasma-maser invariably cancels out with the reverse absorption
process due to quasilinear process.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in theoretical, experimental
and observational studies in plasma-maser [4, 5, 6]. This new mode coupling process
has been applied to auroral kilometric radiation, type III radio emission, chorus
related electrostatic bursts, Jovian kilometric radiation and Saturnian kilometric
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radiation. The nature of plasma-maser based on quantum electrodynamical methods
is investigated [7]. The nonlinear effect of the resonant and non-resonant modes
simultaneously on the evolution of electron distribution function, known as the inverse
plasma-maser, has also been studied [8]. Recently, the basic physics involved in the
process, i.e., the energy and momentum conservation relations among the waves and
the electrons is also investigated [4, 9]. In [9], it has been shown that the energy and
momentum conservation relations between particle kinetic energy and wave energy
is satisfied for the plasma-maser process, while the Manley-Rowe relation for plasma
waves is violated and as a result an efficient energy up-conversion from the low
frequency resonant mode to high frequency nonresonant mode becomes possible.
The violation of Manley-Rowe relation for open system is already mentioned by
Krlin [10].
Almost all the previous studies in plasma-maser, except [6], electrostatic
turbulences are considered. But, due to its small scale length (on the order of Debye
length), electrostatic wave is not dominant turbulent fluctuations in cosmic plasmas.
On the other hand, magnetohydrodynamic waves have a large scale size because the
parallel wavelength is comparable to the system size. M H D turbulence occurs in
laboratory settings such as fusion confinement systems (e.g., reverse-field pinch) and
astrophysical systems (e.g., solar corona, earth's magnetosheath etc.). Here, we show
that nonlinear interaction of kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence with a test high frequency
electrostatic (Langmuir) wave can lead to amplification of the high frequency wave
through the plasma-maser interaction.
We study the interaction between stationary kinetic Alfven wave and electrons in
an open system. Electrons that have velocities close to the phase velocity of kinetic
Alfv6n wave experience mixed mode perturbations between kinetic Alfv6n wave and
electrostatic waves. As a result, the growth of the test electrostatic wave occur through
the plasma-maser process.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In § 2, the formulation and basic
assumptions of the plasma-maser process are given and the nonlinear dielectric
constant of the Langmuir mode in presence of the kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence is
derived. The nonlinear dielectric constant is composed of two parts: direct and
polarization mode coupling terms. The growth rate of the Langmuir mode through
the form of the Landau resonance is obtained for direct and polarization terms
respectively in § 3. Finally, § 4 contains a discussion on the study and its potential
importance and applicability.
2. Formulations

We derive the dispersion relation of the Langmuir mode in the presence of stationary
kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence propagating in the x - z plane with wave vector
k(--k±, 0, kll). The wave fields are El(= Ell, 0, EUl) and Bl(= 0, Bzy,0). The kinetic
Alfv6n wave turbulence is assumed to be driven by electron beam. The electron
distribution function is
foe(v) =

--

exp

(

2Te

J

where the symbols have their usual meaning. We assume that the electron beam is
injected continuously from system outside to keep the distribution function stationary.
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Thus, in spite of the quasilinear interaction between kinetic Alfv6n wave and electrons,
the electron distribution function remains stationary. This is the main reason why
the Manley-Rowe relation is violated for open plasma system.
The basic equations are the Vlasov-Poisson equations

Io + v.--0ro e( E(r, t) q vx B(r,t)
c

0

f~(

r,v,

(2)

t) = 0,

(3)

V-E(r, t) = - 4he Ife(r, v, t) dv,

where the notations are standard. According to the linear response theory of turbulent
plasma, the unperturbed electron distribution function and fields are,
Foe = foe + ~fxe + ~;2f2e,
Eo~ = ~El,

Boe = Bo + ~B+,

(4)

where e (<< 1) is a small parameter associated with the turbulence fields and Bo(= 0,
0, Bo) is the external magnetic field.
We assume that the system is open. Further, the fluctuation level of the kinetic
Alfvrn wave is assumed to be a given quantity and the interaction between the low
frequency Alfvrn wave turbulence and the high frequency Langmuir mode is
considered through resonant electrons. With the assumption that the density gradient
be negligibly small, the linear response of the electron distribution function (fie) due
to the kinetic Alfvrn wave reduces to,
fl e(k, 09) = ie
1
Ezlj(k, oJ) 0 foe,
0o,
m 09 - kit vii -t- i0

(5)

where i0 is the small imaginary part.
We now perturb the quasi-steady state by a high frequency test Langmuir mode
wave field /~6Eh with a propagation vector K(=0,0,K) and a frequency f~, here
/t<<e. Thus the total perturbed electric and magnetic fields and the electron
distribution functions are,
fiE =/~fEh +/:efE~h,
fiB = 0 + #efiBm,

(6)

6f =/zffs + I£+ffl, +/~2 A f
Linearizing the Vlasov equation (2) to the orders/t, #e/~e2 we obtain,
e

0

' Pff~ - ~ E , ' - ~ v f O e = 0

Pffm -em

(vxB,)
Et +

(7)

~
e
O
" 6fh - mfiEh'ov fl"
e(fEm_t V x r E m \

m\

d
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e

:

,

ov

=0

(9)

where (...) means average over the kinetic Alfv6n waves and P is the operator,
t3
Ot

P=--+v

~0 e
O
v x B o"
c~r m
~v

....

In (4), (6) and (9), we omitted the second-order field quantities, which can be justified
under random phase approximations.
Taking Fourier transform in space and time for the various quantities, we obtain
from (3) the non-linear dielectric constant of the Langmuir mode in the presence of
the kinetic Alfv~n wave turbulence as (see Appendix),
eh(K, ~) = %(K, £2) + Ed(K, ~) + gp(K, ~),

(I0)

where %(K,f~) is the linear part given by
092 ('
1
a
eo(K,~ ) = 1 + - - ~ J27widv±dvtl
foe,
K
~ --KVll 6~Vll

(11)

ed(K, t)) is the direct mode coupling term given by

\m,/

~ f

1
~d(K,f~)=- ~--~2efe']2K EIE, II(k)I2 _
27w±dv±dVll
k
a = - oo
f~ -- KVll
x IdOlI + - -af~ef
/ v i i - - - v ±O
v± to k COVx

d~ll)]

JZ(k±v±/fle)
f~ -- co -- (K - kll )vii + af~e

,

x -OVll kll vii - go -I- iO OvllJ oe
x .=-~o.~ 2nv± dr± dvll

-

J2a(k± v±/[~e)

a~ e ~

×~

~ [El± (k)Elll ( - k)]
k

K \m,]

co / ~v±
1

- o9 - ( K - kll )vii + a ~ e k± v± Ovll kll vii - to +

co ~vll
a

-~vfoe
i0
(12)

and %(K, ~l) is the polarization mode coupling term given by
~2~ ( e ' ] 2
o92e(fl - co)
%(K, fl)= K \ m J ~k R ( K - k ) [ i f l - ~ o ) q - c 2 k 2] [IE'±(k)i2(A x B)
+ [Eltt(k)l 2 I-(C + D) × (F + G)] + [Eli (k)Elkt(- k)] [ A x (F + G)]

+ FEtll(k)Etz(- k)][(C + D) × B]-I

(13)

where,

A=
438
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x i'l - to - ( K -

B =

f2v,

vii dv± dVll

xI(1

C=

kll )vii + a.Oe

k x v±

" v± (D -

,l~
fl - co - (K

-

all,,

kll)Vll +

co

2rw±dv± dVll~[i

0Vii

~

1

F=

I

2~v± Vii d v ±

x
G =

f2v,

Vii d v ±

an. {v o
v± (n - co) t. " ~

OVilco -- kll vii + iO

dull i') - - co - -

(K

- kll)Vil + a.Q e

-

f°"

[,+..+a,.
v± co

V,~v~ - v±

j2(kx Vx Ifl~)
dVll

~ilfoe

vi cot 'l- - -

[ o
x n - co - (K - k,)v, + ~ . ~,
2~v± dv± dVll 1~

U±

l'i -- KVll

SZ(k±v±ln)

D=

a,Q e k ±

kllV± t? ]

kllVii)0co av±

co)

t ~ - Kvll Ovilf°~
a

1

0

fo.

- co - (K - k,)vii + aft. 0vii kti vii - co + i0 0vii

(14)

co~(Ci-co) f
,#~(k, v± lti.)
aO~-k)=l+ (fi--co)2
_ c 2 k 2 21tV±VlldUi-dVlll'l-co-(K-kll)Vll +al'l.
X

+ - -

k.L V± ~

II- - -- v±
0V±

foe"

(15)

In evaluating (10), according to the linear response theory of a turbulent plasma, we
keep linear terms with respect to/z up to ~2. The terms of order 82 and higher order
give nonlinear frequency shift for kinetic Alfv6n wave which can be neglected because
fl >>co.
3. P l a s m a - m a s e r

interaction

We consider the plasma-maser interaction between electron and kinetic Alfv~n
turbulence. The condition for the plasma-maser is to = kisvii, fi > Kvir. We first estimate
the linear part of the dielectric constant of Langmuir mode (11). This can be expressed
as,

.0,
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With e0(K,~)=0, we get the linear dispersion relation for Langmuir mode. The
growth rate of Langmuir mode is given by
y(K, fl) =

Imeh(K, f~)

,

(17)

ZOfZ o(X.n)[ in= . ,
where Im shows that imaginary part of the dielectric constant and fl, is the real
frequency of the Langmuir mode. We obtain from (16),
~2
2
eo(K, fl) ___2 -r-~ ~,
.
~3 tope

(18)

3.1 Growth rate due to the direct coupling term
As is well-known, the plasma-maser effect is particularly important for strongly
magnetised plasma, ~e > top,. Here we estimate the imaginary part of the direct mode
coupling term, (12). In estimating 02) [and (13) as well] we keep contributions only
for a = 0, because for kinetic Alfv6n wave, the finite Larmor radius effect for electrons
is neglected [11], i.e., klpe<< 1. Furthermore, for strongly magnetized plasma
considered here (f~e> ~%,), the dominant contribution comes from a = 0. The terms
which are neglected in estimating (12) and (13) can be shown to be smaller by a factor
of the order of (Ope/~e)2. Thus (12) reduces to,
~(e']2
en(K,~)= - K \ m /

f
1
~lEz"(k)lZ 2•vidv±dVtl f ~ - Kv,

j2
3
1
~ foe.
8Vll f~ -- o9 -- (K -- ktl )vii OVll kll vii - o9 + iO Ov,

X--

(19)

From (19) we evaluate the imaginary part as,
Imen(K,~)) = - bx/~ Y', JE'll(k)12 3K
k G~
] k l b l -v,-

\

Ve

/ A

(20)

Here,
?
b=

Jz v± Jgfo,(v,)dv±

(21)

Inserting (20) in (17), we obtain,
7d

~ope

\

Vo / l

The normalized turbulence energy of Alfv+n wave (Wr) is given by
Wr = ~

[B"[2
k 16nNTe'

(23)

where Bty is the magnetic field of the kinetic Alfv6n wave. Inserting the relation
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between B~y and EtlI, we obtain,

k 16nNTe \ kll ,] \v,~ ] (Q + 1)2"

(24)

Here Q is related to the amplitude ratio of the electric field components of the kinetic
Alfv6n wave:
Ezll(k) El± (k)

kll T~ [1 - lo(fl~)exp(-fl~)] -- kk---Ix
I Q-'.
k± Ti

(25)

Here, T~, T+ and Io are electron, ion temperatures and modified Bessel function
respectively; fl~ = (k± p~)2/2 and p+ is ion gyroradius.
Thus in terms of normalized turbulence energy of the kinetic Alfv6n wave, (22)
reduces to,
(kll '~ 2 v*'~ 2
?' =6b.J-n~.,Wr\-~z
] (?)(Q+l)-2

top.

K

k

Iklil

Ve

\

Ve

/

Thus, growth occurs ?d > 0 for f~/K < 0 under the condition Vo > v,], in presence
of kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence.
3.2 Growth rate due to polarization couplin9 term
Next, we estimate the growth rate from the polarization mode coupling term (13).
This contribution to the growth rate vanishes only for unmagnetized system. For an
open system, such as a magnetized plasma, the polarization mode coupling gives the
dominant contribution in plasma-maser instability. After a lengthy, but straightforward
calculations, we find that the dominant imaginary part contribution of (13) comes
from ]E~tl(k)[ 2 I m [ (C + D) x (F + G)]. With a = 0, C, D, F and G reduces to [from (14)]

C = 2nv± dv± dVl[ fl
f
D=

1
0
1
0
27tv±dr± dVll l'l - Kvtl OVllco - kll vii + iO OVllf°"

F = j2, vi v, dr± dvll
G

vii 0v, fl - to -: (K - kll)Vll

~'1- co -- (K -- k!l)VlF0vll [l -- Kvlt OVllfoe

= fz vx vii dr± dvll t2 -

j2

0

1

a

to -- (K - kll)Vtl 0vii kll vii - o9 + i0 0vii

f o..

(27)

It is easy to show that,
3(fl-~)
Im(C + D) x (F + G)] = - -~ s

m~/n K 2 v* - vo
(1 b 2)
i

T~ Ik, I

. ,x,[

ve

(28)
k . ve
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Next, we estimate R(K - k). For f~ > ~o, (15) gives to the lowest order,
1

1

R(ig,-it)[(~-to)2-c2k2"

.~ - i c2k~ "

(29)

From (17), (28) and (29) we obtain the growth rate due to the polarization term as,

tope

I~

~ \k± ] \k± ./
\

t¥

/

L

\

Ve

/ _1

for strongly magnetized plasma. Here Wr is the normalized turbulence energy of the
kinetic Alfv6n wave [eq. (24)], and k~ is the electron Debye wave number. Since b << 1,
for k±p~ << 1, 1 - b 2 is always a positive quantity. Accordingly, a Langmuir wave
with negative phase velocity (f~/K < 0) always grows in the presence of kinetic Alfv6n
wave turbulence with % > ta.,* Equations (26) and (30) are the main results of Our
investigation.
It is straightforward to compare the magnitudes of the two growth rates, equations
(26) and (30):

For typical plasma parameters k± Pe = 0'5, kJk± = 10 3, v~/c = 0'1, we find that R >> 1,
and therefore, we conclude that the polarization term gives the main destabilizing
effect in the plasma-maser interaction. As an illustration of our process, we estimate
the dominant contribution to the growth rate. Taking typical plasma parameters and
M H D data [6], kl/kll = 10, v~/c=O'Ol, K/kll = 102 and Q = 1-5, we obtain
7p/~o ~ 10-1 WT"
4. D i s c u s s i o n

The stability of stationary kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence driven by a weak electron
beam in an open plasma system against a test high frequency nonresonant wave is
studied. It is shown that the growth of the high frequency wave occurs through the
plasma-maser interaction between beam electrons and the kinetic Alfv6n wave. The
growth originates from two processes, viz., direct and polarization mode coupling.
In contrast to the ion acoustic turbulence case [1], where 7/O9~e,~ (m/M)l/2(kK/k 2)
WT<< Wr, the growth rate with M H D wave turbulence is large, because here
V/~opeg 10-1 Wr. Accordingly, the plasma-maser interaction of Langmuir wave with
kinetic Alfv~n wave turbulence considered in this paper has a large growth rate in
contrast to earlier results based on electrostatic turbulence.
The plasma-maser is one of the three mode-mode coupling processes in plasmas,
the other two being the three-wave resonant interaction and the nonlinear Landau
interaction. These belong to the lowest order mode-coupling processes, and potentially
give same order contribution to the growth rate. Following the prediction of the
plasma-maser effect, the reverse absorption process was sought for some time.
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Recently, it has been pointed out that plasma-maser emission, which comes from the
imaginary part of the nonlinear dielectric constant, Imeh(K, ~)), is accompanied by
absorption due to the quasilinear effect, 02t0(K, ~,foe(t))/2aD3t. For closed system
there is exact cancellation between the above two effects [3]. In contrast, plasma-maser
is effective in open system where energy and momentum sources and sinks are
available. Furthermore, for a magnetized plasma with an external magnetic field,
cancellation between emission and absorption processes does not occur, since the
presence of the magnetic field is equivalent to externally driven rotation. From this
point of view the magnetized plasma is an open system.
Here we comment on the direct and polarization term contributions to the growth
rate in the plasma-maser process in unmagnetized and magnetized plasmas. It was
expected that plasma-maser process depends on the nature of polarization of the
interacting waves in addition to the external environment of the system, and the
polarization term was shown to contribute to the process even for unmagnetized
plasma [12]. But the mistake was clarified in a recent communication [13]. This
paper shows that for unmagnetized plasma (b = 1), polarization contribution to the
growth rate vanishes [see (30)]. In other words, irrespective of the fact that whether
the interacting waves are longitudinal or transverse, only the direct coupling term
contributes to the growth rate for unmagnetized plasma. Accordingly, the energy
(momentum) source of the process lies in the external environment only. Recently,
Nambu et al [4] examined the transition from magnetized to unmagnetized plasma
and showed that for pure nonresonant test wave (K,~) the polarization coupling
term due to plasma-maser vanishes for unmagnetized plasma.
The kinetic Alfv6n wave was introduced by Hasegawa and Chen in relation to
plasma heating [14]. It can be excited by a M H D surface wave through a resonant
mode conversion process and is shown to cause electron acceleration which may be
applicable to aurora formation [15]. The kinetic Alfv6n wave can also be generated
by the drift wave instability in a plasma with fl larger than the electron to ion mass
ratio. Further, the kinetic Alfv6n wave has a scale length of MHD waves in the
direction parallel to the magnetic field and a scale length of ion gyroradius in the
perpendicular direction. Hence the scale size of a plasma volume affected by the
kinetic Alfv6n wave is much larger than the scale sizes of plasma volumes affected
by either electrostatic turbulence or cyclotron wave turbulence. Due to these reasons,
the existence of such wave is considered to be an universal property of large scale
plasmas [16].
In this work, we have considered the plasma-maser process including a test
electrostatic wave for an open plasma system with a magnetic field. It is shown that
kinetic Alfv6n wave turbulence can radiate unstable Langmuir mode. The growth
rate of the unstable Langmuir mode is given by (26) [direct coupling term] and (30)
[polarization coupling term]. Our results and mechanism have potential importance
in explaining electrostatic turbulences occurring in the magnetosheath, the generation
of plasma wave in the earth's bowshock and numerous other astrophysical radiation
processes. This point may be appreciated from the following observation. It is well
known that for nonlinear scattering resonance with a = 0 ( i ) - c o - ( K - kll)vlj = 0),
~'~ O)pe >>co and K <<kll, one finds kll )~oe~ 1 and fl ,.~ me/m i. On the other hand, for
plasma-maser, one gets kli ... co/v a <<t)i/v A = copJc. Since co~i/c << 1/2a,, the parallel
wavelength which satisfies the plasma-maser is much larger than that of the nonlinear
scattering resonance. This is the reason why plasma-maser including the kinetic Alfv6n
wave is important for cosmic plasmas. The primary condition necessary for this
"~
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mechanism is the presence of a turbulence field from which energy can be transferred
to the radiation field via resonant electrons.
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Appendix
Here we show a brief derivation of (I0). The unperturbed orbits for electrons are,
x' = x -/)3- sin(4, - fl,~) + -/)3- sin q~
t) e
f~
y' = y + v± cos(¢ - ~ez) - v± cos ¢
fie
fie

(A1)

2'----2q~Vll z.
The Fourier component of the high frequency electron number density modification
from (7) is,
6fh(K, f~) =

ie

6E,(K,f~) f--~fo~

1

(A2)

m D. - Kvll

In a similar manner, we get from (8) and (9),

6f~h(K - k,l') - to) = ie__~ J~,(k__.~v±/___nD__expI;j(a--

b)@__
7

m =,b (f~ - co) -- (K - kll )Vii + a~ e

x

{Em.(k,)(Ja+l 2 ,[ot~VL'--tO' ~Vl -- V±
[ i9 (Ja+l+Jo_l)k±( vii---v3'
q-Ja-1

+ Elil(k') J: ~

+

t~

2

09'

t~v±

t~

6fh(K -- k -

k')

6fh(K_k_k, )

[ ~_~ (Jo+l+Jo-1) k±
+ 6Ezh(K -

k) Ja

li

2

f l - to

+Jo~Eh(K-k-k')a~f~(k') }
~ - a,~ ~ - - KVll

a kll
x tgv3to Vli~--~l-v/
+
444

(A3)

({Ei±(k) (J~+l+
2

+EIIl(k) J~'&l--i

(Jb+l'~-Jb-1)kxI ~"~~ - v~ ~[~11tI~-~-~r---k,,)~,,-expri(a-b)(ff]
+~
2

to
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X

Et±(k,) (Ja+l + Ja-1

'

2

+Ez,(k')

~±

~o'

J= ovl,

- -O - v±

6f hOK-- k - k')

&,

v,---V±Ovl

+ (~EIh(K -- k) Ja ~l]

~fdK-k-k')

n -- (.D VII ~

2

-- U.L

foe

+J°'~Eh(K-k-k')~f-~Hfle(k')}+6Eah(K-k)[~l
c°s ~bt3-~o9l
(o
x

vii - - - Ok
OvA

fl~(k)

(A4)

where fie(k) is given by (5).
The Maxwell equation for mixed mode field can be written as,
V x ~Bih(K - k) = - - - 163 ¢~E/h(K_ k) - 4he fvff~h(K -- k) dv.
c 63t
c J

(A5)

Accordingly, the Fourier component of the mixed mode electric field is given by,

47~ie(Q - 09) _f
6Eth(K - k) = (f~-Z--~)2 - c~k2 _ vii6fth(K -- k)dv

(A6)

Substituting (A3)into (A6), we get,
6Eth(K - k) =

4he 2(fl - ¢o)

f

J=(k. v±/~e)exp [i(a - b)~b]

mR(K- k)[la-~,) ~- c2k~1 ~ .v" ~ - ~-G-~ - ~ ~ + ~
x Et±(k') (J°+l+J°-l)
2
+ Etlt(k') Ja~'"ll

0v±

(J=+l +

w'

vii ~

-- V.L

co' vll ff--v±-V±

+J=,Eh(K-k-k')~fle(k')}dv

6fh(K -- k -- k')
6fh(K-k-k')
(A7)

where R(K - k) is given by (15).
Finally, from (3), the Fourier component of the electric field of the Langmuir mode
can be written as,

f.

4rte
6Eh(K, Q) = - ~ .)
| [6fh(K, f~) + Af(K,Q)]dv

(A8)

Substituting (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A7) into the rhs of (A8) and assuming random phase
approximation for the kinetic Alfvrn wave, and performing the integration with
respect to ~b (only a = b terms do survive), we obtain (10).
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